INTRODUCTION
Propagating from deep water into shallow water, water waves experience transformation such as diffraction, refraction, reflection and shoaling due to change of sea-bottom topographies and interferences with structures. Water waves may play important roles in coastal erosion and safety of manmade coastal structures. The coastal erosion is generated at abnormal weather and restored at normal times. There are many efforts to minimize coastal erosion by using artificial structures such as groynes and submerged breakwaters.
Recently, submerged breakwaters are widely investigated due to several advantages. Firstly, they reflect a significant amount of the incident wave energy. Secondly, because they are constructed under water, it is possible to improve the sea environment and preserve the ecosystem. Thirdly, they improve the harbor tranquility. And if the concept of the Bragg reflection, which occurs when the wave number of the incident wave is approximately equal to twice that of the corrugated bottom topography, is adapted to the design of submerged breakwaters, the effects of them will become much significant.
. (1990) studied the interaction between a solitary wave and a semicircular submerged cylinder with numerical analysis and laboratory experiments, and and (2001) solved two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations to investigate the interaction of a solitary wave and a submerged dike.
. (2002) performed a laboratory study on wave transformation over a submerged breakwater. Laboratory experiments and the numerical analysis of waves past a submerged porous step were conducted by (1997) . (2000) carried out laboratory experiments on the Bragg scattering of waves due to submerged breakwaters and measured reflection coefficients.
. ( In this study, characteristics of the Bragg reflection due to the trapezoidal submerged non-porous and porous breakwaters are investigated by a numerical method and laboratory experiments for sinusoidal waves. The numerical model employs the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (hereinafter RANS) as the governing equations and the volume of fluid (VOF) method as the numerical scheme. Furthermore, the results of EFEM are also added in the case of the non-porous structures.
The VOF method, which tracks the density change within each computational cell instead of the free surface location, is used to track the free surface displacements. This method guarantees both accuracy and efficiency. The model is also adapted to consider the effects of turbulence on the mean flow motion when a strong turbulence is generated.
Because the structure of porous materials is complex, it is infeasible to solve the Navier-Stokes equations directly in pores. Conventionally, the Navier-Stokes equations are averaged over a length scale . Thus, the fluid variable is decomposed into spatially averaged quantities and spatially fluctuated quantities. That is, is described as and is expressed as with being the effective porosity of a porous medium. Substituting the expressions to the general Navier-Stokes equations, the spatially averaged Navier-Stokes equations are represented by equations (1) and (2)( 1999):
In equation (2), the second term on the right-hand side is much smaller than the third one. However, this second term responsible for transferring the shear force may become important near the interface between porous media and outside flow for smaller scale problems. To consider the added mass effect for an accelerating fluid in porous media, the time derivative is represented by equation (3) (LIU ., 1999) : This study presents a combined experimental and numerical effort to investigate the Bragg reflection of sinusoidal waves due to trapezoidal submerged porous breakwaters. In the numerical model, the flow in porous structures is described by the spatially averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the volume of fluid method is employed to track the free surface displacements. Numerical predictions are verified by comparing to laboratory measurements. Obtained numerical solutions agree well with laboratory measurements. The reflection coefficients of porous structures become stronger in proportion to increase of number of submerged breakwaters.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS RANS Equations in Porous Media
Where is the added mass coefficient, and suggested by (1995) is taken. In which, is the empirical coefficient of 0.34. The correlation of spatial velocity fluctuations that the last term on the right-hand side of equation (2) means is formed by a combination of linear and nonlinear frictional forces given as equation (4): (4) where and are empirical coefficients, and is . Empirical formulas for and suggested by (1995) are given by equations (5) and (6). (5) (6) In which and are 1,000 and 1.1, respectively, is (1958) number describing a ratio of the characteristic length scale of a fluid particle motion to that of a porous medium. The shape, orientation, and surface roughness of porous materials have not been considered for simplicity in this study.
The governing equations for and can be derived from the Navier-Stokes equations as following equations (7) and (8) ( and , 1998 ):
where , and are empirical coefficients.
VOF method is a means to identify different types of computational cells and thus can be used efficiently to track the free surface motion. The density change equation is used to track the free surface is written as equation (9) and 1997):
By letting and substituting this definition and equation (1) into equation (9), we can obtain the transport equation for as equation (10): (10) For a computational cell centered at , equation (10) is written in a finite difference form as equation (11): (11) where , , and denote the values on the right, left, top and bottom faces of a computational cell, consecutively.
The zero-upcrossing method is used to analyze water waves generated by the wave paddle in laboratory. The wave flume used in experiments has set up the system that generates the equal wave before and after installation of structures by absorbing re-reflected waves and adjusting the wave signals.
The separation of incident and reflected waves is carried out by and (1976) method based on data obtained from two wave gages installed arbitrarily in front of the structures. The frequency band to resolve is 0.6~0.3 in which is the peak frequency, and the separation distance can be calculated from equations (12) and (13).
(12) Figure 1 represents the case of trapezoidal submerged nonporous breakwaters installed two arrays at interval of 2.0m. We can see that the numerical results of the VOF model agree fairly well with experimental measurements and those values calculated by the EFEM model. When the period of the incident wave is short (kh>2.0), the results of the EFEM model show somewhat discrepancy with those of laboratory experiments, while the results obtained from the VOF model agree very well with the measurements. These discrepancies are generated because the EFEM is based on the linear wave theory, while the VOF model considers the non-linearity. The first resonance 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Laboratory experiments have been conducted in a wave flume of 1.0m wide, 2.0m high, 56.0m long. The wave tank is equipped with an electric servo piston type wave-maker that is able to change the wave period and height successively. The wave-maker has a paddle of 0.995m wide and 2.0m deep. And the wave re-reflection feed back control by wave gages located in front of the paddle is possible. Absorber systems are installed at the both sides of the wave flume so that the reflection from the outer boundary could be minimized.
The bottom width of the trapezoidal submerged breakwater is 1.6m, the top width is 0.4m, the height is 0.4m, the slope is 1:1.5 and the water depth is 0.8m. In the case of a porous structure, the breakwater is made of model tetrapods and the porosity is 0.5. The effective diameter of the tetrapod is estimated as 0.076m.
Upper limit ( ) :
0.45 Lower limit 0.05 (13) Where and are the wavelengths corresponding to the upper limit and lower limit of an effective frequency range, respectively. period is generated at kh of approximately 0.6 and the second at kh of about 1.3. And the maximum reflection coefficient is about 0.5 for the first resonance period.
is caused by the energy dissipation of the incident wave due to porous structures. The reflection coefficient takes the maximum value of 0.33 when the relative wave number, kh, is approximately 0.6. It is noted that the reflection coefficient due to porous structures appears about 66% of that due to non-porous structures for the first resonance period. Reflection coefficients of the submerged porous breakwaters made of tetrapods with two arrays at the interval of 2.0m are shown in figure 2. Comparisons between the numerical results of the VOF model and experimental measurements are made in the figure. By comparing with reflection coefficients of submerged non-porous breakwaters, those of porous breakwaters show similar resonance periods but magnitudes are smaller. This phenomenon
In this study, a numerical analysis and laboratory experiments are employed to investigate characteristics of the Bragg reflection due to multi-arrayed trapezoidal submerged porous breakwaters. The numerical model is based on the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with the VOF method and the turbulence closure model.
The characteristics of the Bragg reflection due to trapezoidal submerged breakwaters are investigated by using the numerical results of the VOF model and the laboratory measurements for non-porous and porous breakwaters and two arrays. Furthermore, the results based on the EFEM model are added for non-porous structures.
As a result of this study, it is noted that the resonance period appears similar values of the relative wave number regardless of the permeability. The reflection coefficients due to porous breakwaters are smaller than those due to non-porous breakwaters. For short waves, the effects of the permeability of the structures may be negligible on the magnitude of reflection. 
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